HONOR MagicWatch 2: Innovation Made Personal
HONOR is a rising technology brand and is loved by young people all over the world. With many impressive
smartphone products equipped with industry-leading technologies and a competitive price point, HONOR
continuously endeavors to adventure into new territories to offer more possibilities and choices to
customers.
As part of the HONOR IoT offering, the HONOR MagicWatch 2 shows the brand’s commitment to more
innovations in various product lines and keeps a forward-thinking mindset for a more connected world.
This is also one of the HONOR’s milestones in its 1+8+N IoT strategy aiming to continuously create an
intelligent and fully-integrated experience for consumers.
HONOR MagicWatch 2 - FUSING DESIGN-THINKING WITH A SENSE OF YOUNG AND BOLD
At HONOR, we believe that a fashion watch should do so much more than just tell the time. Made from
refined 361L stainless steel, the HONOR MagicWatch 2 adopts a fully circular silhouette inspired by the
classic chronograph watch. Its sleek curves are ergonomically designed to look and feel good on any wrist.
Available in two sizes - 46mm and 42mm, so you can choose the size that is most comfortable for you.

A. HONOR MagicWatch 2 Design Inspiration
The 46mm variant is designed with an auto-racing watch panel, allowing for a sporty, bold and
adventurous look. The eye-catching red line on the upper button gives the watch a distinctive personality.

Meanwhile, the HONOR MagicWatch 2’s 42mm variant is designed with fashion in mind. The smooth and
sleek design is aesthetically pleasing and perfect for fashion conscious individuals.

B. HONOR MagicWatch 2 Craftsmanship
The HONOR MagicWatch 2 is made from single 3D glass and has a 9.4mm ultra-slim watch case,
embodying the brand’s “Less is More” design philosophy. In order to achieve a sleeker and cleaner look,
the HONOR MagicWatch 2 had to go through 40 processing steps. The edges of the glass panel were
smoothed into a C-curve using “High-Precision Glass technology,” which takes 15 to 20 minutes longer
than the usual CNC grinding technology. The bezel of the watch consists of five different layers, these are
the Glass Layer, Dials Layer, 3D Texture Layer, NCVM Layer and Black Layer. The 3D Texture Layer balances
light and shadows while the NCVM Layer helps to achieve a better reflective result, unveiling a multidimensional design.

The body of the HONOR MagicWatch 2 adopts dual-texture craftsmanship that seamlessly incorporates
every component. Two different textures can be found on the side of the watch, resembling the classic
chronograph watch while saving on space and keeping the watch lightweight.

C. Customized designs for an ultra-personal timepiece
To help you stand out from the crowd, the HONOR MagicWatch 2 comes with multiple pre-installed watch
faces designs and also allows users to customise the watch face with their own photos. The HONOR
MagicWatch 2 also comes with four different straps made from elastic rubber (an eco-friendly
hypoallergenic material), leather and metal, to suit every style, taste and occasion.

D. HONOR x Designit – The Design Process of Customizable Watch Faces
HONOR’s design partner from Germany – Designit also helped to create 4 distinct yet balanced styles of
the Magic Watch 2. Anyone can find the perfect fit for them, regardless of their fashion or lifestyle. As
Designit had observed, lifestyles are becoming more and more complex. Therefore, they need to be
more personal to adapt to them in order to empower them during these variety of experiences, or as
they like to call them, Moments.
The Magic Watch 2 can provide a variety of information to support people during any number of moments
in their daily lives. These information are classified into three categories: 1. Essentials - information we
need throughout our daily lives, such as time, date and battery status; 2. Health – information that helps
to maintain a healthy lifestyle, such as heart-rate, sleep monitoring and even Vo2 max levels; 3. Adventure
- for those times when we want to escape the city, we may need a more accurate guide on weather, GPS
and altitude. The Magic Watch 2 offers us a carefully curated selection of watch faces which are designed
to accompany perfectly these various unique moments, offering just the right amount of information in
an appropriately balanced visual style.

1. Competitive Playground
Designit identified a group of great friends that inspire one another to be intensely competitive but playful
at the same time. Vibrant in colour as the brightly coloured sportwear contrasts strongly against the court
surface. It is that moment in their busy day to be free and expressive, but still requires precision to make
the shot when it counts.

When this translates into watch face, it is designed in vibrant colors but with precise details. It offers the
inspiration when you feel like you need a timeout, but clearly communicate vital information when you
only have a few spare moments between taking a breath. The design included features such as heart-rate,
battery status, date and weather, providing the necessary information when you feel like scheduling for
an adventurous competitive game.
2. Iconic Character
Pure in every detail, this watch face is designed to reflect beautifully the elegance and timeless nature of
classic analogue timepieces, highlighting the bare essentials such as time and date. Time is offered
visually as not only typography but also as watch hands, accentuating the classic nature of this watch
face.

Although designed to sit effortlessly amongst classic analogue timepieces, the enhanced functionality of
the HONOR MagicWatch 2 enables us to include both the current weather status and temperature,
making decisions about where, just as easy as deciding when, to meet.

The other two watch face designs also represent completely different lifestyles. The Outdoor Freedom is
designed for weekend warriors while Future Transition sits in the intersection between lifestyle and
fashion. Although these moments are very different in nature, there is nothing to say that any one of us
could experience both of them, alongside many others, in any given day. The Magic Watch 2 comes with
a variety of watch faces, empowering us in any given situation, or Moment.
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